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ABSTRACT 

This paper departs from the assumption that phonemic sounds 
also exist as independent mental entities, that is, independently of 
their pronunciation, acoustic, syntagmatic, linguistic and 
functional, prosodic, pragmatic, indexical or any other 
actualization. Their existence may be established and some of 
their characteristics revealed by their interactive assessment. The 
method employed in this study was the Galileo procedure of 
J. Woelfel and E. L. Fink. A group of 160 students studying 
phonetics and speech pathology at Zagreb University 
introspectively evaluated distances of 30 Croatian phonemic 
sounds arranged in pairs, each pair with each other and with ego 
(me), which means that 465 pairs were evaluated, that is 
(30+1)(31-1)/2. The results are partially as expected, however 
there are some which are rather unexpected and are not easy to 
interpret. We assume that it is because a new approach was 
employed and consequently a new aspect of sound reality 
emerged. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The sounds to be contemplated and investigated in this study will 
be only the phonemes of the Croatian language, out of any 
context and abstracted from any substance except their own 
mental image referred to by letter representations. Isolated in 
such a way they may be described as their co-relation which was 
exactly done by applying the Woelfel and Fink procedure [lo]. 
These co-relationships may be assessed only by subjects which is 
inevitable and the only correct way. Such introspective 
assessment of sound images, to the best of our knowledge, has 
not been done so far and studies of a similar type are in any case 
very scarce [5, 9, 2, 3, 1, 81. It is probably the result of a wrong 
view that mental necessarily implies phonemic, and phonemes 
are, as it is well known, nonparametric entities. Sounds, as 
measurable speech units, have not been studied as deep as their 
mental level. The other reason may be that such type of study 
does not provide any other information apart from the studied 
one. 

2.1. Introduction 
2. METHODS 

The Woelfel and Fink’s Galileo procedure [lo] is characterized 
by specific measurement, specific computation and specific 
display of results (Figures l-5). The starting point is that each 
image is perceived from the ego (me) stand point as located at 
one point in the mental space where all the other images are 
located and which is shaped by all the other images from the 
same group. The measurement is limited to the introspective 
assessment of distances between the respective pairs. The 
procedure does not restrict the number of categories to be used in 
the assessment, as is the case in, for example, semantic 

differential procedure where the number of categories is 
restricted to 5 or 7, and the given measure can measure any 
number of units. 

2.2. Procedure 
A group of 160 students studying phonetics and speech 
pathology at Zagreb University assessed introspectively the 
distances between all of the pairs of phonemic sounds of all 30 
Croatian language sounds and also each sound with ego (me), 
thus making 465 pairs to be assessed, that is (30+1)(3 l-1)/2. 
There were altogether 74,400 (465.160) distances assessed. The 
measure was established in the way that it was said before the 
experiment started and repeatedly said during the experiment, 
that the distance between [b] and [s] was 100 units. For the sake 
of comparison two more experiments were carried out by 
employing the same procedure - the assessment of interdistances 
of 12 auxiliaries and the assessment of 12 semantic words. 
Before the data processing 5% of the lowest and 5% of the 
highest assessments were discarded in order to exclude any 
atypical conduct of subjects. Then, the mean values and standard 
deviations for all pairs and multidimensional constellations of 
sounds were computed. 

3. RESULTS 
Due to the restrictions on the length of the papers the Table with 
the results of 465 pairs and their mean values assessed by 160 
subjects and their respective standard deviation is not presented. 
Some of the non presented results will be sporadically presented 
in comparisons and comments and Table 1 will display only the 
results of the mean values of all phonemic sounds towards the 
ego (me). Figures illustrating three-dimensional constellation of 
some sound groups will be added. 

3.1. Testing and comparisons 
In order to test sound measurability in mental images, the 
comparison with a group of auxiliaries and a group of semantic 
words is extremely important. Testing is necessary because one 
may assume that sounds as images are rather fluid and hence 
difficult for the subjects to assess, as compared to semantically 
meaningful words with known and clear meanings. One could 
talk about non measurability if all the pairs had very similar 
distances or if the dispersion of judges or answers were very high 
regarding a specific mean value. The results obtained in this 
study show exactly the opposite tendency. The pairs of sounds 
are well differentiated in the range of the lowest average distance 
being 45 ([ml-[n]) to the highest 134 ([a]-[ds]) with a standard 
deviation of dispersion of these 465 mean values being 26. Pairs 
of grammatical words show lower dispersion, ranging from the 
minimal 54 (ju-u, English her-in) to a maximal 118 (od-premda, 
English of-although) with a standard deviation of mean values 
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being 112. Pairs of semantic words show dispersion ranging from 
the minimal 70 (borba-rat, English fight-war) to a maximal 127 
(&lad-rat, English harmony-war) with standard deviation being 
17. The assumption that greater differentiation of sound pairs is 
not only the result of their very large number but that it also 
shows the reliability of assessment is substantiated by a degree of 
correlation of estimates of all 160 subjects as regards each pair. 
The average standard deviation for all 465 pairs is 37, for 
grammatical words it is 38 and for semantic words it is 45, which 
clearly shows that sounds as images are less fluid than auxiliaries 
and easier to assess than words of known and clear meanings. 

3.1.2. Comparison with sound similarities. In another 
experiment [8] where a group of 230 students had to associate to 
each phonemic sound the one that they considered most similar, 
the similarity among sounds was quantified by a frequency of 
such associations. Similarities established in such a way were 
correlated with mean distances assessed in the Galileo procedure 
and it was found that the correlation was negative as expected 
and high r- -.63. Considering the differences of these two 
procedures, in the Galileo procedure introspective assessment of 
a distance between pairs and in the association of the most 
similar sound the frequency of its selection by subjects, the 
degree of correlation is remarkably high showing that the 
assessments are not accidental. 

3.1.3. Contrast between the initial consonants. One of the first 
investigations of sounds in, according to the authors, 
“psychological space” is by J. H. Greenberg and J. J. Jenkins [5], 
and J. W. Black [2, 31. Comparison is much more meaningful 
with the results obtained in Black’s experiment with Croatian 
sounds in Zagreb [ 11. The students had to assess the magnitude 
of contrast between the initial consonants in syllables while 
hearing them. The correlation of their results (in fact, the mean 
values of contrasts of pairs recorded in two directions, e.g. [ka]- 
[sa] and [ sa]-[ka]) and the results obtained in this study is high 
i-=.59, notwithstanding the fact that the procedure applied was 
different. The consistency of results in different experiments 
reveals the reality of mental characteristics of sounds which may 
be manifested as their interdistance in mental space. 

3.2. Comments and implications 
3.2.1. Acoustic similarity. One of the conceivable 
manifestations of mental proximity could be acoustic similarity 
and consequently a higher degree of substitutions of more similar 
sounds in noise conditions. Therefore the results obtained in this 
study were compared with a number of perceptive errors as 
obtained by G. M. Miller and P. E. Nicley [7]. The correlation 
obtained for the results related only to one condition of the 
disturbance, that is when the noise was 12 dB above the loudness 
of sounds, and those related to the sounds similar to the Croatian 
ones was r=.50. Such correlation may be interpreted as the sound 
similarity being only partially the factor responsible for mental 
proximity. 

3.2.2. Spectral similarity. That mental proximity only partially 
mirrors sound similarity is also shown by comparison with the 
characteristic spectral sections for specific sounds, with the so- 
called optimal frequency band according to P. Guberina [4]. 

Somewhere these relations are congruent as in a scale of vowels 
[ul, [ol, [al, kl, Eil UWbl 57, Wbl 71, M-Gel 7% lW[il 80) 
and with only a slight distance between sounds having an optimal 
frequency band on the same section of the spectrum, e.g. [b]-[p] 
64, [z]-[s] 63, [s]-[ts] 69. However, it does not hold true either 
for spectral sequences [p]-[k]-[t] and [b]-[g]-[d] where mental 
proximity correlates with pronunciation proximity ([p]-[t] 66, 
[p]-[k] 85, [b]-[d] 64, [b]-[g] 84) rather than with the sound one, 
or some other pairs of sounds which have the optimal frequency 
band on the same part of the spectrum, e.g. m-[tD 87, [3]-[d3] 
92. This analysis indicates that sound image is only one factor 
responsible for the creation of mental proximity. 

3.2.3. Assimilation of sounds. Assimilation of sounds in a 
syntagmatic contact represents economizing by pronunciation 
adaptation, and consequently one should assume that in linguistic 
combinations compatible groups also have sounds more similar 
among themselves than in the incompatible ones. In Croatian 
combinations of different type of voicing are incompatible and 
their incompatibility is resolved by the first sound being adapted 
by voicing of the other. The distances obtained in this study are 
on the average larger between sounds of different voicing than 
between the ones of the same voicing: [b]-[d] 64, [b]-[t] 75; [b]- 
[g] 84, [b]-[k] 96; [p]-[t] 66, [p]-[d] 78. In Croatian [n] is before 
[p] and [b] adapted to [m] which is closer from the pronunciation 
point of view and it is also substantiated in the results of this 
experiment: [n]-[p] 92, [ml-[p] 76; [n]-[b] 94, [ml-[b] 80. 
However, there are many opposite examples where groups of 
proximate sounds are less compatible than those more 
compatible. A cluster [ZJI] is in Croatian most frequently 
assimilated to [y], [SJI] to u’], [sL] to UL], [zL] to [3x], [ki] to 
[tsi] or [tsi], [hi] to [si] or [si], [gi] to [zi] or [si], [ke] to [tJe] and 
so on. Mean mental distances of these pairs are as follows: [z]- 
@ I 107, [31-I$1 11% bl-Ml 100, III-b1 10% bl-114 9% III-[4 
106; [z]-[ICI 109, [3]-[ICI 117; [k]-[i] 95, [ts]-[i] 105, [t&[i] 113; 
[xl-[i] 91, [s]-[i] 102, m-[i] 106; [g]-[i] 98, [z]-[i] 110, [#[i] 
120; [k]-[e] 93, [tn-[e] 109 and so on. Hence, no such a regular 
pattern exists that would always associate pronunciation 
proximity, manifested by adaptation assimilation, with the 
proximity assessed in mental space. 

3.2.4. Distinctive features. The relationship of distinctive 
features and values of mental distances are worth consideration. 
In the above mentioned paper Miller and Nicley [7] find that 
perceptual errors are very likely between the sounds 
differentiating in only one distinctive feature. W. A. Wickelgren 
[9] while testing errors in short term memory finds that 
remembering consonants in fact means remembering distinctive 
features they are composed of. Overall, the results in this study 
are similar to the results obtained in similar studies, that is that 
pairs are probably closer in mental space when the number of 
their distinctive features is smaller. Thus out of 25 of the closest 
pairs 23 of them are distinguished by only one distinctive feature 
and out of 50 of the closest pairs 37 of them. In the mental space 
as identified by Greenberg and Jenkins [5] the average distance 
between sounds distinguished by one distinctive feature is 6,503 
and of those distinguished by two distinctive features it is 10,146, 
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which is higher but not double. Yet, the results indicate that 
distinctive features no matter how evaluated show their mutual 
inequality, which in other words means that they cease to be 
phonemic substance and become sound substance or cease to be 
phonological entities and become the phonetic ones. Miller and 
Nicely [7] in noise conditions, as mentioned before, find that 
when it is a question of one opposition gravity/non-gravity a 
number of errors varies from one pair to the other; for [ml-[n] it 
was 144, for [p]-[t] 117, for [fJ-[s] 48. Different distinctive 
features cause different number of errors; the opposition 
voicedness/voicelessness in a pair of [s]-[z] cause in noise 
conditions 20 errors and in the opposition 
compactness/diffuseness in a pair [z]-[3] it causes 65 errors. 
Distinctive features also show different values in the studies of 
Greenberg and Jenkins [5]: mental distance for [b]-[d] is 3,225 
and mental distance for the same distinctive feature in a pair [p]- 
[t] is 6,755. Different distinctive features show different average 
mental distances: voicedness/voicelessness 6,433, 
labiality/alveolarity 7,325, alveolarity/velarity 8,187. The results 
in this study are in keeping with those results. The average 
distance of compactness/ diffuseness is 62, however distances in 
pairs with this opposition range from 51 to 72; the average 
distance of gravity/acuteness is 75 with a range from 47 to 87; 
the average distance of voicedness/voicelessness is 69, however 
distances in pairs with this distinction range from 63 to 80; the 
average distance of continuity/discontinuity is 82 ranging from 
69 to 92; the average distance of sharpness is 62, of stridency 
([ts]-[t]) 87, nasality/oral@ [n]-[l] 74, Ijl]-[A] 73. It may be 
concluded that distinctive features do not determine distances 
among sounds in the same way, whether it be because they are 
not of the same magnitude, or because the same features are 
differently structured in different sound entities. 

3.3 Sounds and ego (me) 
The Galileo procedure also includes, as mentioned above, 
comparison of images with one’s ego (me). Table 1 displays the 
results of average estimates by introspection of 160 subjects for 
the distances of Croatian phonemic sounds towards one’s ego 
(me). It is obvious that the sounds show different relation 
towards ego (me), from the most proximate [a] (45) to the most 
distant [d3] (133). It is quite clear that vowels (including b]) are 
closer to the ego (me) than consonants. These distances may be 
assumed to relate to the sound frequency in speech. This 

Table 1. Distances of Croatian phonemic sounds from 
one’s ego ( 
m  98 

n 98 
b 100 
J1 101 

X 101 
S 101 
P 101 
t 102 

u 105 
ts 105 

=> 
A 105 
Z 105 
r 106 

tG 109 
s 109 
f 111 
tS 114 
3 118 

d& 125 
d3 133 

assumption is substantiated by a very high negative correlation 
between frequency and the results in this study related to 
distances against ego (me), r =-.83. This correlation does not 
explain the reason of evaluated proximity because it may be 
exactly the opposite - that is, that frequency is the result of the 
association of sounds and organicity. This relation was identified 
by Jakobson long ago [6] while he was studying child speech. 
Poetically speaking one could conceive that speech elements 
spring up from man so that they are of an unequal degree of 
coalescence with him and an unequal outgrowth thus leaving 
unequal protuberances on his ego (me). 

4. CONCLUSION 
Sounds create a constellation of very different interdistances in 
mental space. Sometimes these estimated values are in harmony 
with known qualifications and sometimes they show remarkable 
interrelationships which are hard to explain. Sounds as 
independent mental units are neither simple projections of sound, 
nor the projection of pronunciation motor programmes, nor 
linguistic functions, nor a stochastic speech process, but 
something as a result of all these or something that partially 
stands before all these. These intersound relationships are in a 
certain way summarized by a hierarchical sequence whereby man 
rejects speech units from himself. Subjects introspectively 
estimated speech units rejected from themselves without being in 
any way confused by paradoxicallness of the procedure. Thus it 
seems as if they abstracted two concentric circles - one where 
speech is located and another from which speech is differently 
remote, the one one’s ego (me) is encompassed in. Thus speech 
emerged as something man is and something man possess. 

APPENDIX: THREE-DIMENSIONAL GALILEO 
CONSTELLATIONS OF GROUPS OF CROATIAN PHONEMIC 

SOUNDS 
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